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Executive Summary
This research study set out to review and make recommendations regarding current
operations of the two current PSAPs in Kent County (the Grand Rapids Communication
Center and the Kent County Communication Center). This included looking at staffing
levels of the two existing PSAPs and comparing those levels to that of a single PSAP for
Kent County. The study also includes a review of current costs and how consolidation to
a single PSAP might impact those costs, the approximate savings that could be realized,
and to make recommendations on the structure, administration, and location of a single
center.
After examining two years of computer aided dispatch (CAD) data, three years of
phone records, and three years of personnel and overtime records, the data indicates that a
single center would reduce the total staffing required per day and provide a significant
cost savings. The current quality of service would remain but the economies of scale
gained by combining the centers would allow a better use of resources.
Interviews with stakeholders in Kent County revealed that the overall quality of
service is acceptable in most cases. If a consolidation were proposed to voters, the
overwhelming majority stated that it would have to be proposed as a cost-savings
measure and not on the grounds of improved service. Most of those interviewed
provided full support for a single PSAP in Kent County, under the banner of an
independent authority, and directed by an Executive Board made up of agency
administrators.
Much work has been done towards a seamless integration of centers. A centralized
CAD system placed in service and shared between the two existing PSAPs,a mutual
phone system has been installed and shared between the two existing PSAPs, and finally,
the data network between the two PSAPs has been enhanced to share information quickly
and reliably. However, the current radio systems throughout the county are a major
obstacle to a successful consolidation. If the two centers are brought into a single center,
the redundant hot back up that currently exists will no longer be readily available. Due to
the UHF and VHF radios in use throughout the city and county, there are presently no
outside agencies that can serve as a hot back up to a centralized Kent County PSAP.
The final section of this report puts forth a recommendation for a single PSAP under
the authority of the Kent County Dispatch Authority (KCDA), restructured under the
Municipal Partnership Act. Due to its location and ease of access, the Kent County
Communications Center is recommended as the future site of the centralized PSAP. The
recommendation further suggests the center be managed by an Executive Director,
appointed by the KCDA Board, who is assisted by an Operations Manager and a
Technical Manager.
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Preface
Every 47 seconds, a phone call is received by an Emergency Communications
Operator (ECO) somewhere within Kent County, Michigan. This is, of course, an
average over all days of the week and all hours of the day. Emergency situations are
unplanned and unexpected events that are heavily influenced by many variables. Call
volumes for the ECOs can be low in some early morning hours with a span of 20 minutes
between calls while at peak afternoon times, the phone could be ringing every 30
seconds.
Approximately 41% of the calls received by ECOs arrive over the 911 emergency
lines. The caller could be experiencing a medical emergency or could be in dire need of
assistance by law enforcement or fire responders. To the many residents of Kent County
that have never called 911, the services provided by the ECOs may go unnoticed on a
day-to-day basis. However, for those who have experienced the need for a 911 response,
the service provided by the ECOs is often invaluable.
Insuring that 911 emergency calls are answered in a timely fashion by trained and
competent personnel is a large responsibility. According to a “Cost Benefit Study
Report” prepared in 2006 by 911 Insight, there were “eleven twenty-four hour dispatch
centers serving law enforcement, fire and emergency medical responder agencies in Kent
County.”i As wireless devices became more prevalent and phone systems became more
complex, emergency calls were being routed to inappropriate PSAPs and then forwarded
sometimes multiple times until they reached the appropriate responding agency. The 911
Insight study recommended the consolidation of the dispatch centers for the Kent County
Sheriff’s Office, the City of Grandville, the City of Walker, and the City of Wyoming.
However, there were no immediate cost savings expected. In 2007, the Kent County
Board of Commissioners formed the Kent County Dispatch Authority (KCDA) to address
issues that related to 9-1-1 services within the County.
Research began almost immediately by the KCDA on the practicality of consolidating
911 services within the County. The State of Michigan was encouraging all counties
within the state to go to a single PSAP. However, it was unlikely that the concept of a
single countywide PSAP would be possible in Kent County at that time. In 2010, the
KCDA decided to consolidate all PSAPs down to two centers and issued a Request For
Proposal (RFP) for any centers that were interested in applying. Proposals from the Kent
County Sheriff’s Office and the Grand Rapids Police Department were received and
accepted. The Grand Rapids Police Department Communication Center assumed
responsibility for all dispatching functions for the Grand Rapids Police Department, the
Grand Rapids Fire Department, the Wyoming Police Department, and the Wyoming Fire
Department. The Kent County Sheriff’s Office Communication Center assumed
responsibility for all other law enforcement agencies and fire departments throughout the
county. The Rockford Police Department maintains their own in-house dispatching
services for daytime hours throughout the week but rely on the Kent County
Communications Center (KCCC) for dispatching on evenings, nights, and weekends.
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Emergency Medical Services (EMS) in Kent County are handled primarily through
three private vendors: Life EMS Ambulance (Life), American Medical Response (AMR),
and Rockford Ambulance. Most fire departments within the county will respond to
medical calls but Advanced Life Support (ALS) service is provided exclusively through
the three private ambulance companies. Each company is free to contract with any
business or individual they choose throughout the county but referrals from the PSAPs
are based on assigned regions of the county for each EMS provider.
Since the 2010 consolidation to only two PSAPs, the Kent County Communication
Center and the Grand Rapids Communication Center have been steadily moving towards
complete interoperability. The two PSAPs are sharing the same Motorola Premiere One
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system and the same Cassidian telephony software.
Both PSAPs have full radio interoperability and serve as hot back-up locations for each
other. CAD servers are located at both locations to allow seamless business continuity in
the event of major incidents or natural disasters. The technology in both PSAPs is
current, the working space in each PSAP is well equipped with sufficient square footage
for operations, and the consoles have the capacity to be configured uniformly in both
centers.
After consolidating to two PSAPs in 2010, the problem with call bouncing and other
issues from the prior years had been significantly reduced. However, funds received
from taxpayers, in the form of general fund allocations and the 911 surcharge, are still
supporting two separate facilities with full staffing at each location. The 2006 study
conducted by 911 Insight concluded: “consolidation of dispatch was naturally occurring
in Kent County but that the cost effectiveness or quality of service did not warrant total
consolidation of dispatch.”ii
The current radio systems in place throughout Kent County have been identified in
earlier studies as obstacles to interoperability with other counties and statewide agencies.
A study by Plante & Moran in 2004 identified the need for an 800 mega-hertz radio
system but the committees working with the consultants were divided on whether the
County should join the state’s system or develop its own.iii The problem of radio
inoperability still remains. Law enforcement and fire services throughout the county are
still using a wide assortment of UHF and VHF radios. Of the seven contiguous counties
surrounding Kent County, five are using 800 mega-hertz radios (Newaygo, Montcalm,
Ionia, Barry, and Allegan). Ottawa and Muskegon Counties are still using VHF but do
not have the same frequency as Kent County. The Michigan State Police utilizes a
statewide 800 mega-hertz network. At the present time, the lack of radio interoperability
disqualifies surrounding counties and the Michigan State Police from serving as a hot
backup for Kent County if a single consolidated PSAP is formed.
The focus of this study was to examine the current staffing levels of the two existing
primary PSAPs operating in Kent County to determine if a significant cost savings could
be realized through a consolidation into a single center. The first objective was to
evaluate the current staffing levels of each center in light of the workload to determine an
appropriate staffing level. This was accomplished through interviews with local
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stakeholders on the quality of service provided followed by an analysis of the workload
placed upon each PSAP. The second objective was to combine the workloads from the
two PSAPs and evaluate the level of staffing that would be required under a consolidated
structure if the same level of service were to be provided. This study will utilize the
RETAINS model (Responsive Efforts To Assure Integral Needs in Staffing) from APCO
(The Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials).

Grand Rapids Communications Center
The Grand Rapids Communications Center (GRCC) operates on the third floor of the
Grand Rapids Police Department at 01 Monroe Center NW in Grand Rapids. The GRCC
is a sub-unit of the Grand Rapids Police Department and ultimately falls under the
direction of the Grand Rapids Chief of Police. A civilian Communications Manager and
a civilian Assistant Manager direct the center. Four supervisors provide day-to-day
supervision of the 45 full-time ECOs and five part-time ECOs (see Chart 1).
Chart 1.

Grand Rapids
Chief of Police
Administration
Deputy Chief

Support Services
Captain
911 Manager
911 Assistant
Manager
Shift Supervisors (4)
Dispatchers (31)

Full-Time Call-Takers
(14)
Part-Time CallTakers (5)

The GRCC contains 16 operator consoles. 14 consoles are fully equipped with radio,
phone and CAD software and are used for dispatching and call taking. The remaining
two are used for auxiliary purposes and are equipped with phones and CAD terminals
only. The center monitors approximately 13 radio channels and approximately 33 phone
lines (fourteen of which are 9-1-1 trunk lines).
The center has roughly 22,302 available square feet and uses roughly half for
dispatching operations. However, due to its downtown location, parking is very limited
making the GRCC inconvenient to access. Due to building security, the police
receptionists must provide access to the elevators to reach the GRCC or a member of the
GRCC must come to the lobby to escort visitors to the third floor.
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Kent County Communication Center
The Kent County Communications Center (KCCC) operates from the Kent County
Sheriff’s Department located at 701 Ball Ave NE in Grand Rapids. The KCCC is a subunit of the Kent County Sheriff’s Office and ultimately falls under the direction of the
Kent County Sheriff. A civilian Dispatch Manager directs the center and is assisted in
day to day supervision by eight Dispatch Supervisors. At the time of this report, the
Center employs 36 full-time ECOs and two part-time ECOs (see Chart 2).
Chart 2.

Kent County Sheriff

Undersheriff

Chief Deputy
Captain of Support
Services
911 Center
Manager
Shift Supervisors
(8)
Dispatchers (30)

Full-Time CallTakers (6)
Part-Time CallTakers (2)

The KCCC contains 20 operator consoles. 16 consoles are fully equipped with radio,
phone, and CAD software and are used for dispatching and call taking. The remaining
four consoles are used for auxiliary purposes and are equipped with CAD and radio
equipment only.
The center monitors approximately 10 radio channels and
approximately 33 phone lines (fourteen of which are 9-1-1 trunk lines).
The KCCC has roughly 3,200 available square feet for dispatching operations with
another 3,200 that has already been designated for future expansion. Access to the
KCCC is easy due to ample parking around the building and a remote entry rear door that
is monitored via CCTV by the dispatchers. The close proximity to the Kent County Jail
may be convenient for arresting officers who may need to obtain any paperwork from the
dispatch center subsequent to arrest.
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Initial Interviews
This study began with a two-week series of interviews with key stakeholders
throughout the county. The interviews included KCDA board members, county
administrators, city administrators, township administrators, law enforcement executives,
fire executives, EMS providers, and representatives from both primary PSAPs. The
topics of discussion among most interviews were similar.
Those being interviewed where asked about the current quality of service being
received from the PSAP that serves their agency or community. The vast majority of
respondents were happy with the service being provided. There was a notable exception
from representatives from the City of Wyoming. Law enforcement executives from the
City of Wyoming indicated that dispatching services had eroded since consolidation took
place. Fire representatives from the City of Wyoming indicated that the PSAP employees
would not listen to outside opinions and felt as though they were not being given the
same level of attention as others in the PSAP. This agency is planning to switch PSAPs
in the very near future.
When asked to choose between improved service and decreased cost as an incentive
to consolidation, almost all responders stated that a reduction in cost would be a greater
motivator for consolidation. The general consensus was that overall communication
might be improved by operating out of a single facility and that cost-savings might be
possible with a single center as opposed to duplicate operations.
Interviewees were asked to describe their best suggestion for a consolidated center.
They were asked if a consolidated center should be located in a single location or in two
separate locations. If a single location, they were asked if a current location should be
used or a new location built. If a current location was suggested, they were asked which
of the two current locations they would suggest. The vast majority of respondents stated
that if consolidation were to happen, the new entity should be located in a single location.
Few respondents saw any benefit in a newly constructed building based on the amount of
time required for a cost return on the construction. Agencies that are currently being
dispatched by Kent County suggested that a consolidated center should be located at the
current KCCC. Interviewees from Grand Rapids indicated that if consolidation were to
occur, it should be located at the GRCC. The overwhelming impressions left at the
conclusion of the interviews was that if cost savings could be obtained, a single
consolidated PSAP, operating out of a single facility that is already in existence, is the
best option of everyone. The main difference in opinion was over which of the two
existing PSAPs should be used and who should be in charge.
Those interviewed were asked about funding preferences for 911 services. Most
representatives indicated that a millage levy or a surcharge were acceptable if it was
implemented across the board in a fair manner. There was no debate over the need for
911 funding. Most of the concern seemed to be regarding which entity was to collect the
911 funds, the form of collection (millage levy or surcharge) and the formula to be used
for determining cost.
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Interviews with current employees of the two PSAPs were very different than the
other stakeholders. There were many concerns voiced about issues of pension
investments, seniority, and other benefits. The interviews revealed a much greater sense
of anxiety instead of optimism. Given the fact that the ECOs will be affected the most in
a consolidation process, their level of concern was understandable.

Current Workload And Staffing Assessment
The RETAINS model shares some basic elements with classic time-motion studies.
To determine the workload for the ECOs, the model examines the basic job functions of
the ECOs, the frequency of those job functions, and the time required to complete the job
functions. This process has been used for centuries in operational management studies
for the manufacturing industry. In the case of emergency dispatching centers, the model
adds additional multipliers such as training rates and turnover rates due to the nature of
the job.
Answering telephone calls (both emergency and non-emergency), dispatching first
responders (law enforcement, fire, and EMS), and documenting the details of all events
could be considered primary responsibilities of ECOs. However, in most cases, the list of
duties is much longer. Paging out public utilities, completing LEIN requests for things
such as wanted persons and vehicle registrations, tracking officers and fire fighters as
they perform proactive self initiated activities, entering warrants and stolen property, and
answering non-emergency questions from the public are just a sample of the additional
duties that are not tracked or recorded.
For this study, the workload focused on three major tasks; the number of incoming
phone calls (emergency, non-emergency, and administrative calls), the number of events
handled by law enforcement personnel, and the number of events handled by fire
personnel. These three activities encompass a major portion of the workload and each
can be tracked quantitatively with a high level of confidence. Most of the other tasks
mentioned earlier, while just as important, are not tracked as easily nor to the same level
of detail regarding date and times of completion.
Phone activity for both PSAPs is tracked in a software application called “Aurora”,
by Airbus DS Communications (formerly Cassidian Communications). The software
application tracks call activity by date and time for each line used in the PSAPs. The
software has a limited number of queries that can be run for reporting purposes such as
calls by line, by date and by hour of day. Call metrics such as average ring times,
abandoned call rates, and time on call can also be determined by line, date, or day of
week. The Aurora application currently in use in Kent County has presented difficulties
in the way it is being shared between the two PSAPs. Limitations in the software
required it to be modified for the intended use. The modification led to errors in the
reporting features of the software and it is currently producing questionable results.
Managers from both PSAPs are aware of the limitations and have mutually agreed on a
way to present data from the system that is as close to accurate as possible.
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The number of events created for law enforcement and fire personnel throughout the
county is recorded in the CAD software. Both primary PSAPs operating in Kent County
use an application from Motorola called “Premiere One” for law enforcement, fire, and
EMS. All events requiring a response from first responders are recorded in the CAD
software by location, date, and time. The data can later be pulled from the database and
analyzed to determine what types of calls are received, where calls are received, and who
responds to calls. This software was used to analyze the workload placed upon the law
enforcement and fire dispatchers. Not all activities performed by the dispatchers are
documented as an event. There are many self-initiated activities performed by officers
such as area checks, extra patrols, and citizen contacts that are recorded in the officer’s
unit history by the dispatcher that do not rise to the level of an event.

Position Definitions
The RETAINS model breaks all job categories down to three types of positions:
function positions, volume-influenced positions, and coverage positions. In this study,
the position of PSAP Manager and Assistant Manager are considered to be function
positions. Other typical function positions might include dedicated CAD administrators,
training directors, and dedicated IT staff. For the KCCC and the GRCC, these tasks are
covered by either the center managers, or by other city and county departments on an ad
hoc basis. Function positions have to be filled for proper operation of the centers
regardless of call volume or activity levels.
The position of call-taker within each center is considered to be a volume-influenced
position. Each agency may need to keep a minimum number of call takers present but
the total number is based on the volume of calls at any given time. Examining three
years of historical phone data from the Aurora software provides a picture of call activity
by hour of the day and day of the week. After determining the average talk time per call
and the average call completion time for the initial CAD entry, a formula can be created
to determine the number of call-takers needed.
Coverage positions are positions that require an employee to be at a designated
workstation, independent of the volume of activity taking place at any given time.
Dispatchers are considered to be coverage positions. The dispatch consoles and the
prime radio channels have to be monitored at all times regardless of the workload
volume. Supervisor positions are also considered to be coverage positions. The number
of supervisors is based not on workload volume alone, but on the ability to keep a desired
span of control or to keep a supervisor on duty within the center at all times.

Volume-Influenced Positions
When an emergency call is received at a PSAP, the call-taker attempts to determine
the nature of the call. When it becomes evident that the caller needs a first responder, the
call-taker begins to create an “event” in the CAD software. The call-taker attempts to
obtain the caller’s information, the nature of the incident, the location, and a host of
additional information that may be helpful for the first responders before they arrive on
scene. Once the initial information is obtained and entered into the CAD, the event is
transferred to a dispatcher.
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The Aurora software used to track telephony metrics is vague in its description of call
progression times. The software breaks down the call progression by the following
stages:
Caller
Setup

Caller Initial
Queue

Caller Initial
Ring

Call
Wait

Caller
Talk

Caller
Teardown

Caller
Of9line

When the time spent in each call stage is summed, it should provide the “total call”
time. This is not the case for this installation of the Aurora software. In the reports
received from the two PSAPs, a “total call average” is provided that does not equal the
sum of the individual stages. The three-year data sample from the Aurora software
shows the “caller talk” average is approximately 84 seconds and 93 seconds for the
GRCC and KCCC respectively. The software shows the “total call average” to be 119
seconds per call for both centers. Both center managers indicated that in most cases, the
events are already created in the CAD and sent to a dispatcher before the caller is off the
phone.
As previously stated, the call-taker position is a volume-influenced position. As the
number of calls increases throughout the day, the number of call-takers required in each
center must also increase. If the average time per call is approximately 119 seconds as
described above, the number of required call-takers can be determined at any given time
based on historical phone records from the Aurora software.
It is not coincidental that the phone activity by time of day mirrors the event activity
by time of day since most events are precipitated by a call for assistance. Phone records
were provided for this study covering a three-year span from 1/1/12 to 12/31/14. The
records contained incoming calls on the 911 lines and the administrative lines. The
results for the three-year average are contained in Table 1.
Table 1.
GRCC
KCCC

911 calls
Calls
%
163,179 58.98%
113,465 41.02%

Administrative
Calls
Calls
%
192,318
49.15%
198,977
50.85%

Total Calls
Calls
355,497
312,442

%
53.22%
46.78%

The phone data was broken down by hour of the day and day of the week for each
PSAP. The RETAINS model recommends that call-takers should spend approximately
85% of each hour answering phones to allow for breaks, unexpected events, and to avoid
fatigue. If each call requires 119 seconds for completion, the average call-taker can be
expected to handle a maximum of 30 calls per hour. At an 85% agent occupancy rate,
this maximum expectation drops to 25.5 calls per hour.
Figure 1 shows the average number of calls per day per hour arriving at each center
based on the three-year phone sample. Figure 2 shows the daily number of call-takers
required per hour for each center assuming that each call-taker can field 25.5 calls per
hour.
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Average calls per day

Figure 1. Average daily calls per hour per center
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Figure 2. Average call-takers required per hour
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This same formula of 25.5 calls per hour per call-taker can be used when calculating
the number of call-takers required in a consolidated center.
Both PSAPs have one or two dedicated consoles for LEIN (Law Enforcement
Information Network) operators. When a law enforcement officer requires information
on a vehicle license plate, a driver’s license, or a warrant status, they must make an
inquiry into the LEIN database. Although officers can gather some information from
their in-car computers, some searches require a more experienced LEIN operator. Other
officers may not have LEIN access in their cars or may be away from their vehicle when
the information is needed. Dispatchers can handle LEIN requests when the radio traffic
is light. When the number of officers on the street increases and radio traffic gets busier,
LEIN requests can easily take away from the dispatcher’s ability to monitor ongoing
events by other officers and can create a significant distraction from the ability to monitor
the police radio. The process of sharing LEIN results can also occupy a significant
amount of radio time that inhibits communication with all other units on the same
channel.
The position of LEIN operator is a volume-influenced position. While the position is
usually staffed at all times, as the number of officers in the field increases, the demand on
the LEIN operator is also likely to increase and additional LEIN operators may be
required. Unfortunately, the number of LEIN requests for the dedicated LEIN operators
is not easy to track quantitatively in the existing systems like the number of phone calls
received or the number of events created. Without a solid metric on the number of LEIN
requests per hour, a formula for the exact number of LEIN operators can only be
surmised. Currently, each PSAP attempts to keep one LEIN console staffed at all times.
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Coverage Positions
Once the event is transferred to a dispatcher, it becomes the dispatcher’s
responsibility to assign an available responder to the call, to assign additional units as
needed, to maintain communication with the responders to ensure their safety, and to
document times and locations as the event unfolds. The length of time spent on an event
by a dispatcher is highly variable. Some events will be completed in minutes while other
events could require many hours to resolve. On some shifts, a dispatcher may be
required to handle a large number of events simultaneously while other shifts may have
very little activity. Some events require a single responder while other may require a
dozen or more. While it is relatively easy to count the number of events per day and per
hour, the actual time spent on events by dispatchers and the actual number of events
being handled at any given time per dispatcher is quite complex.
For this study, the metric used to estimate the workload placed upon the dispatchers,
both law enforcement and fire, was the number of events created per hour. This metric
will not indicate the overall amount of work for the dispatchers but it will allow a
benchmark to be set for each PSAP. Once established, the benchmarked workload levels
were combined to estimate potential staffing needs in a consolidated center. The number
of events handled per hour was determined for each dispatching console in both centers
based on a two-year data sample (8/1/13 through 7/31/15). For the GRCC, this included
two Grand Rapids law enforcement consoles, one Wyoming law enforcement console,
and two fire consoles. For the KCCC, this included two law enforcement consoles (north
county and south county), one law enforcement console shared for Walker and
Grandville law enforcement, and two fire consoles.
GRCC CAD Events
The data sample used in this study
indicates the GRCC dispatchers for the
two Grand Rapids law enforcement
dispatch consoles handle an average of
375 events per day (24 hour period).
Sunday has the fewest events with an
average of 12.79%. Friday averages the
highest number of events with 15.08%
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Grand Rapids LE events per day
Saturday
14.37%

Sunday
12.79%

Monday
13.82%

Friday
15.08%

Thursday
14.76%

Tuesday
14.40%
Wednesday
14.78%

The number of events by hour of the day was also consistent across all seven days of
the week. The lowest activity occurred at around 5:30 am everyday. The highest activity
levels always appeared around 8 pm (Figure 4).
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Events per hour
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Figure 4. Grand Rapids LE events by hour of day
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The Wyoming law enforcement
dispatch console handles an average of
118 events per day (24 hour period). The
fewest events occur on Sunday with an
average of 12.99%, the most events are
on Friday with an average of 14.75%
(Figure 5).

Figure 5. Wyoming LE events per day
Saturday
14.72%

Sunday
12.99%

Friday
14.75%

Monday
14.11%

Tuesday

Thursday
14.43%
The number of events by hour of the
14.61%
Wednesday
day for the Wyoming law enforcement
14.39%
dispatch was also somewhat consistent
across all seven days of the week with a little higher activity later in the day on Saturday.
The lowest activity occurred at around 5:30 am everyday. The highest activity levels
always appeared around the 10 pm hour (Figure 6).

Events per hour

Figure 6. Wyoming LE events by hour of day
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The GRCC fire dispatch consoles handle
an average of 102 events per day (24 hour
period).
The events occur consistently
throughout the week with less than a 1%
difference in volume per day (Figure 7).
The number of events by hour of the day
for the GRCC fire dispatch was also
consistent across all seven days of the week.
The lowest activity occurs between 4 am and
6 am everyday. The highest activity levels
occur between noon and 8 pm (Figure 8).

Figure 7. GRCC fire events per day
Saturday
14.30%

Sunday
14.04%
Monday
14.56%

Friday
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Wednesday
14.26%

Tuesday
14.13%

Events per hour

Figure 8. GRCC fire events by hour of day
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KCCC CAD Events
The data sample used in this study indicates
the KCCC dispatchers for the north and south
county law enforcement dispatch consoles
handle an average of 334 events per day (24
hour period). Sunday has the fewest events
with an average of 12.52%. Friday averages the
highest number of events with 16.10% (Figure
9).

Figure 9. KCCC LE events per day
Saturday
14.82%
Friday
16.10%

Sunday
12.52%
Monday
13.53%

Tuesday
14.14%

Events per hour

The number of events by hour of the day is
Thursday
Wednesday
slightly less consistent across all seven days of
14.61%
14.27%
the week. The lowest activity occurred at
around 5:00 am everyday. The highest activity levels appeared around 3 pm on Sunday
through Thursday but peaked at around 10 pm on Friday and Saturday (Figure 10).
30

Figure 10. KCCC LE events by hour of day
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The
Walker/Grandville
law
enforcement dispatch console handles
an average of 65 events per day (24
hour period). The fewest events occur
on Sunday with an average of 12.26%,
the most events are on Friday with an
average of 15.84% (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Walker/Grandville LE events per day
Saturday
14.77%
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Thursday
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the day for the Walker/Grandville law
14.50%
14.01%
enforcement dispatch was also
consistent across all seven days of the week. The lowest activity occurred at around 5:30
am everyday. The highest activity levels appear around the 7 pm hour (Figure 12).
Events per hour

Figure 12. Walker/Grandville LE events by hour of day
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The KCCC fire dispatch consoles handle
an average of 84 events per day (24 hour
period).
The events occur relatively
consistently throughout the week with less
than a 2% difference in volume from day to
day (Figure 13).
The number of events by hour of the day
for the KCCC fire dispatch was very
consistent across all seven days of the week.
The lowest activity occurs between 3 am
and 5 am everyday. The highest activity
levels appear to be between noon and 5 pm
(Figure 14).

Figure 13. KCCC fire events per day
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Figure 14. KCCC fire events by hour of day
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Benchmarked Workload
When the event workload from all consoles is charted together, the levels of workload
created by law enforcement and fire events can be compared. Figure 15 shows the
average number of events handled by the dispatch consoles in both centers by hour of the
day.
Events per hour

Figure 15. Event workload comparison
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The GRCC staffs two law enforcement dispatch consoles dedicated to the Grand
Rapids Police Department. A third law enforcement dispatch console is dedicated to the
Wyoming Police Department. The GRCC also staffs two fire dispatch consoles for the
Grand Rapids Fire Department and the Wyoming Fire Department. The fire consoles
each serve both fire departments, one console is the primary and the other is a secondary.
All five consoles are coverage positions and are staffed at all times.
The KCCC staffs three law enforcement dispatch consoles dedicated to law
enforcement agencies throughout the county. Two dispatch consoles are dedicated to the
Sheriff’s Office and seven other agencies (Cedar Springs, East Grand Rapids, Kentwood,
Lowell, Rockford, Sand Lake, and Sparta). The third console is dedicated to the Walker
Police Department and the Grandville Police Department. The KCCC staffs two fire
dispatch consoles, one for agencies in the northern half of the county and one for
agencies in the southern half. All five consoles are coverage positions and are staffed at
all times.
At the present time, both PSAPs staff five coverage positions at all times (three law
enforcement dispatchers and two fire dispatchers). Table 2 shows the average number of
events handled per hour by the various dispatch positions within the two centers.
Table 2.
GRPD Dispatchers (2)
Wyoming PD Dispatcher
GRCC Fire Dispatchers (2)
KCCC County Dispatchers (2)
Walker/Grandville Dispatcher
KCCC Fire Dispatchers (2)

Avg Events/Hr
15.60
4.94
4.23
13.90
2.69
3.52
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Avg Events/Dispatcher/Hr
7.80
4.94
2.12
6.95
2.69
1.76

Workload And Staffing Under A Single PSAP Model
To estimate the required staffing under a Single PSAP model, the workloads from
both centers were combined. For reasons of efficiency, separate consoles were not
maintained for individual agencies.

Average calls per hour

150

Average call-takers / hr

The number of volume-influenced positions was recalculated based on the combined
workload of both centers using the same formula of 25.5 calls per hour per call-taker.
The new workload curve under a consolidated model is shown in figure 16. The average
number of call-takers required per day under a consolidated center is shown in figure 17.
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Figure 16. Average daily calls per hour after consolidation
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Figure 17. Average call-takers required per hour
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At the present time, the GRCC schedules eight call-takers per day and the KCCC
schedules four call-takers per day for a combined total of twelve. With the
implementation of additional start times (power shifts), a consolidated model working 12hr shifts would require 8 call-takers per day to provide the same level of service. Figure
18 shows the number of call-takers required based on the RETAINS formula versus the
number of positions staffed with 8 call takers per day.
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Figure 18. Call takers by hour of day
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Currently, each independent center is staffing two LEIN operators per day, one on
day shift and one on the night shift. Under a consolidated model, four LEIN operators
would still be staffed per day. Two LEIN operators would be scheduled on day shift,
one would be scheduled on a late power-shift from 1 pm to 1 am, and the fourth would be
assigned to the night shift. This would provide three LEIN operators during the busiest
hours of the day and reduce staffing to one operator in the early morning hours from 2 am
to 6 am when activity is slower.
Under a consolidated model, a new template for law enforcement dispatch would be
encouraged. It would be beneficial to maintain two dispatch consoles dedicated to Grand
Rapids PD due to their level of activity. However, the data indicates that all other police
agencies in Kent County could be dispatched from three consoles while keeping the same
number of events per dispatcher currently experienced by the GRCC for GRPD consoles.
Figure 19 demonstrates the potential workload for law enforcement dispatch consoles
under a consolidated model with five law enforcement dispatch consoles.
Figure 19. LE Events Per Hour
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If a new template were established to maintain the GRPD on two dispatch consoles
and to distribute the remaining workload across the remaining three dispatch consoles,
the events per dispatch console could be equalized to an even greater extent (Figure 20).
Figure 20. LE Events Per Hour
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Reducing the number of law enforcement consoles reduces the minimum daily need
for law enforcement dispatchers from 12 ECOs (currently staffed in both PSAPS) to 10
ECOs (under a consolidated model). Since the law enforcement events are not consistent
throughout the day, an additional law enforcement dispatcher would need to be staffed
per day in order to cover times that typically encounter above average workloads.
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Finally, a relief dispatcher for each shift would be required to provide periodic breaks,
meals, and emergency situations as they arise. Six would be scheduled on day shift, six
would be scheduled on night shift, and the final law enforcement dispatcher would be
assigned to a late power shift as a secondary dispatcher to cover the peak dispatching
times in the evenings.
The number of events handled per hour by fire dispatchers is considerably lower than
that of law enforcement dispatchers. Currently, both PSAPs staff two fire dispatchers at
all times. As shown in Table 2, the average number of events per hour per fire dispatcher
is 2.12 events and 1.76 events in the GRCC and KCCC respectively. Comparatively,
that is 1/3 the number of events handled by law enforcement dispatchers. A review of
the types of events handled by fire dispatchers shows that 82.8% of the events handled by
the GRCC fire dispatchers are for medical responses (priority 1, 2, 3 or pre-alerts) with
an average time from creation to close of 14.03 minutes. Of the fire events handled by
the KCCC, 77.5% of the events are for medical responses (priority 1, 2, 3 or pre-alerts)
with an average time from creation to close of 22.27 minutes. Once the initial fire units
are dispatched, serious medical calls are typically turned over to the EMD dispatchers at
one of the three private ambulance companies within Kent County. When all medical
units clear the scene, the EMD dispatcher notifies the primary PSAPs that the incident is
closed and it is then closed in the CAD. The possibility exists that these averages could
be overestimating the time requirement necessary for the fire dispatchers.
The data indicates that the number of on-duty fire dispatchers in a consolidated model
could be reduced to three without exceeding more than 3.5 events per hour per fire
dispatcher. This would reduce the need for fire dispatchers from eight per day down to
six per day. Figure 21 shows the average number of fire events per dispatcher by hour of
day under the consolidation model using six fire dispatchers per day.
Figure 21. Fire Events Per Dispatcher Under Consolidation Model
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Caution must be taken, however, in the calculation of fire dispatchers required per
day based only on the number of events handled. Fire dispatch is very different from law
enforcement dispatch and brings with it a variety of additional complications and
potential regulations. Current (2016) NFPA 1221 Call Processing Standards, Chapter 7:
Operations, Section 7.4.2 states that “90% of emergency alarm processing shall be
completed within 64 seconds, and 95% of alarm processing shall be completed within
106 seconds.” A subset of calls listed under 7.4.2.2 of the same standard and chapter
must “be completed within 90 seconds 90% of the time and within 120 seconds 99% of
the time.”iv This subset includes:
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1. Calls requiring emergency medical dispatch questioning and pre-arrival medical
instructions
2. Calls requiring language translation
3. Calls requiring the use of a TTY/TDD device or audio/video relay services
4. Calls of criminal activity that require information vital to emergency responder
safety prior to dispatching units
5. Hazardous material incidents
6. Technical rescue
7. Calls that require determining the location of the alarm due to insufficient
information
8. Calls received by text message
A concern appearing in many NFPA related web sites is the issue of fire monitoring
by dispatchers. With increased radio channels in use throughout the country, many fire
personnel are expressing a concern about employees being asked to switch to secondary
radio channels while on active scenes. Most of these secondary radio channels are not
monitored by dispatch personnel, a situation that poses a perceived safety hazard to the
fire employees. Pending NFPA regulations may require that a fire dispatcher monitor
all channels during active fire scenes. This alone would create a need for additional
dispatchers.
Technology limitations of older pager systems, still in use in some smaller fire
departments throughout the county, will not allow fire responders to switch off the main
fire channel to a secondary working channel. This nullifies the ability of a primary and a
secondary channel system and creates the need for multiple primary channels, once again
prompting the need for more dispatch personnel. Conversations have disclosed that fire
events are subject to high volatility during inclement weather, natural disasters, and other
unforeseen circumstances. This volatility can create a surge of calls during certain times.
In the case of fire dispatch positions, it may be best to err on the side of caution and
continue to staff 4 positions at all times until the consolidation model has been vetted.
However, it is suggested that the day and night shifts each field three dispatchers and the
remaining two be assigned to an early and a late power shift respectively in order to staff
heavier during the historically busier times.
The estimated staffing need under a consolidation model is shown in Table 3. The
number of required supervisors was determined based on span of control and the desire to
keep at least one supervisor on the floor at all times. Assigning two per shift with a fifth
supervisor assigned to the heavier power shift keeps the span of control to approximately
6 to 7 employees per supervisor. It also allows for coverage when supervisors take leave
time.
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Table 3.
Supervisors
LE Dispatchers
Fire Dispatchers
Relief
LEIN Operator
Call Taker

GRCC
2
7
4
2
2
8
25

KCCC
4
6
4
2
2
4
22

Consolidated Model
5
11
8
2
4
8
38

This should be a conservative estimate until a consolidated center is established and
workloads have been carefully evaluated. As technology improves and better radio
options become available, different dispatching models can be explored to possibly
reduce the daily staffing needs.
A proposed schedule for a consolidated center is shown in Table 4. This schedule
uses an early power shift and a late power shift to allow the staffing curve to better
approximate the workload curve. Figure 22 shows the number of employees scheduled
by hour of the day using the proposed schedule.
Table 4.

Shift 1
6a – 6p

Supervisor
LE Dispatcher
Fire Dispatcher
LEIN Operator
Call Taker
Shift Total

2
6
3
2
3
16

Shift 2
8a – 8p

Shift 3
1p – 1a

Shift 4
6p – 6a

Daily Total

1
1
1
1
2
6

2
6
3
1
2
14

5
13
8
4
8
38

1
1
2

Scheduled Positions

Figure 22. Employees Scheduled Per Hour
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A comparison of the staffing curve and the workload curves for calls, law
enforcement events, and fire events are shown in figures 23-25. The figures depict the
percentage of workload by hour of the day and the percentage of available staff scheduled
each hour. The lines do not show if the correct amounts of people are scheduled at a
certain time to meet the workload in the figure. Instead, they show if the correct
percentages of staff are being scheduled to meet the percentage of workload taking place.
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Figure 23. Calls vs Call Takers
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Figure 24. LE Events vs LE Dispatchers
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Figure 25. Fire Events vs Fire Dispatchers
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Fire Dispatchers

Staffing Advantages to a Single PSAP Model
Table 3, shown earlier in this section, indicates that a consolidated PSAP model in
Kent County would reduce the daily staffing need by nine positions compared to the
present need with two separate PSAPs. There are two management concepts that lead to
this cost savings: (1) better utilization of excess capacity between the two PSAPs, and (2)
economies of scale which lead to more flexible scheduling options and deeper resources
from which to pull during unexpected surges.
Figure 19 shows the current number of events per hour handled by law enforcement
dispatchers in the two centers. Combining the Wyoming Police dispatch position with
the Walker/ Grandville Police dispatch position would be a better utilization of available
capacity of resources. In a similar fashion, combining the call taker positions into a
single center would also allow a better utilization of capacity and reduce the daily staffing
needs. Two separate centers require two sets of supervisors. Under a single consolidated
center, fewer supervisors are required per day based on a single location. At the present
time, each PSAP schedules two relief dispatchers (one per shift) per day to provide
breaks and cover peak times. Under a consolidated model, the required number of relief
dispatchers would drop from four positions per day (two per PSAP) to two positions per
day.
Having a larger number of employees in one location creates more options for
scheduling. Due to the number of coverage positions in each PSAP, it may be difficult
under the current configuration for each PSAP to staff one or more “power” shifts. This
causes the workload curve of the PSAP to be relatively flat while the staffing curve is
changing fluidly. Figure 22 shows the number of scheduled staff at each hour of the day
under a consolidated model. During times of high activity, the staffing levels are
increased due to the power shifts. This is an economy of scale where a larger number of
employees in one location enable the use of more efficient schedule alternatives.
A second advantage to having a larger number of employees in a single location is the
ability to shift resources as needed instead of calling additional employees in on
overtime. Activity levels drop during the early morning hours and there may be very
little demand placed on LEIN operators and call-takers. Instead of staffing each of these
positions in two separate locations, they could be staffed with half the number of people
in a consolidated center.
A third advantage of a consolidated model is the creation of a “deeper bench” of onduty employees to assist when one area of the PSAP gets overwhelmed. The number of
Fire dispatchers, for instance, will increase from four (current staffing per day in each
PSAP) to a consolidated model of 8 Fire dispatchers. Thus when a fire call takes place in
one location, all other Fire dispatchers on duty are able to assist.

Shift Relief Factors
Leave times and training times were examined closely for each PSAP. For each day
of leave taken by an employee, a need arises for increased staff to cover their absence. A
shift relief factor (SRF) is a multiplier used to estimate the total staff size required to staff
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one shift position every day of the year. If an employee were to work every day of the
year with no days off and no leave taken, the corresponding shift relief factor would be 1
(one person would be required to cover one shift position). However, as the amount of
leave time taken by the average employee increases, the SRF also increases. Overtime
must be considered when analyzing an agency’s SRF. If an agency pays employees in
cash for overtime to fill shift vacancies, the impact on the budget is immediate.
However, the need for additional staff is temporarily averted and the SRF for the agency
remains artificially lower than it would normally be.
GRCC employees work a 12-hour shift with a modified Pitman rotation of “2on-2off3on-2off-2on-3 off.” Employees work a 6-hour shift every Monday and three 12-hour
shifts each week for a total average workweek of 42 hours. Instead of modifying the
workweek back to 40 hours, the agency pays each employee two hours of overtime per
week. This creates 104.29 hours of overtime each year per employee and lowers the shift
relief factor. In addition to the overtime built into the schedule, the average employee
works an additional 441.71 hours of overtime per year. This overtime further reduces the
SRF factor. Using the number of regular scheduled days off per employee, the amount of
benefit leave taken, the amount of off-roster training per employee, and the current usage
of overtime, the SRF for the GRCC was determined to be 1.747. If the agency chose to
eliminate the dependency on overtime, the shift relief factor would rise to 2.226.
KCCC employees work a traditional 12-hour Pitman schedule but are scheduled one
8-hour day every two weeks in place of a 12-hour day. This reduces the native average
workweek of 42 hours to a traditional 40-hour workweek. Leave data and payroll data
provided by the KCCC showed the average employee working 125.62 hours of overtime
per year. Using the number of regular scheduled days off per employee, the amount of
benefit leave taken, the amount of off-roster training per employee, and the current usage
of overtime, the SRF for the KCCC was determined to be 2.289. If the agency chose to
eliminate the dependency on overtime, the shift relief factor would rise to 2.45.

Total Staffing Need
To determine appropriate staffing needs for the agency, the number of positions that
must be filled on a daily basis are multiplied by the shift relief factor. Table 3 provides
the number of shift positions that must be filled on a daily basis. Table 5 shows the
necessary staffing levels for the two current PSAPs based on their current daily needs and
their shift relief factor. A second staffing number is provided under the assumption that
the agency wished to staff high enough to avoid the current amount of overtime required.
Table 5.
GRCC
KCCC

Daily Staffing Need

Total Staff w/ current
overtime dependency

Total Staff w/ no
overtime dependency

25
22

43
50

55
54

The RETAINS model used for call-center staffing varies from other police staffing
models in at least two distinct ways. The first distinction is the intentional focus on the
amount of training time for new hires in a communication center. The training times
used in the shift relief factor were off-roster training used by permanent employees. A
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new employee in a communication center will undergo a significant amount of training
before being placed solo at a console.
To determine the percentage of staff in training at any given time, detailed records of
training from each agency were requested. New employees at each center will start with
phone and LEIN training. After being certified as a call-taker and working in that
position for a period of time, most employees will begin training for a dispatcher
position. At some point, employees may also undergo training to work as a fire
dispatcher. Data received from the GRCC revealed that an average of 9% of their staff is
in training at any given time. Similar data from the KCCC indicated that 5.64% of their
staff is in training at any given time.
The second distinction with the RETAINS model is the intentional focus on employee
turnover. Communication centers naturally suffer from a large turnover rate, presumed
to be related to the nature of the job. APCO recently released the latest national average
of 17% for most centers. Hire and departure dates were requested from both PSAPs in
order to determine longevity and turnover rates for each center. The GRCC has a threeyear average turnover rate of 19.55% with a low of 16% in 2012 and a high of 23.4% in
2013. The KCCC has a three-year average turnover rate of 11.96% with a low of 6.98%
in 2014 and a high of 15.56% in 2012.
After figuring in a training rate of 9% and a 3-year average turnover rate of 19.55%,
the GRCC would need to target a total staff of 71 people to keep 55 fully-trained
employees available to staff 25 shifts each day. With a training rate of 5.64% and a 3year average turnover rate of 11.96%, the KCCC would need to target a total staff of 62
people to keep 54 fully-trained employees available to staff 22 shifts each day.
The leave times for both agencies were averaged to come up with an estimated shift
relief factor of 2.397 for a consolidated model. In order to keep 38 staff positions filled
each day, a consolidated model would require 91 fully-trained employees. Using the
average training percentage and the average turnover rates from the two PSAPs, the total
staff required for a consolidated model is 112 employees. Although this targeted total
will never be reached, it is the required target to offset turnover and training times and
still keep the optimal number of fully-trained employees available for assignment (Table
6).
Table 6.
GRCC
KCCC
Consolidated Model
Consolidation Effect

Daily Staffing Need

Fully-Trained Staff

Total Need

25
22
38
-9

55
54
91
-18

71
62
112
-21

The results of the data analysis in this study indicate that a consolidated center could
reduce the number of staff positions per day by 9 positions. This translates to a reduction
of 18 fully-trained employees for optimal staffing and a reduction of 21 employees for
the targeted total need.
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Cost Savings in a Consolidated Model
Estimated costs savings for a consolidated model are created by the reduction in daily
staffing needs and the associated fringe for each position. The calculations to determine
the savings are not linear since the entire cost structure would be changing under the
consolidation process. To estimate the cost savings, the cost per employee for each
center was determined based on salary documents received from each center and budget
documents related to fringe benefits for each center. The totals for all fringe benefits
were divided by the current number of employees in each center, excluding managers.
The anticipated salary and fringe costs for GRCC employees in 2016 are $5,362,379,
which equates to an average cost per employee of $109,436. The anticipated salary and
fringe costs for KCCC employees in 2016 are $3,374,751, which equates to an average
cost per employee of $76,699. Under a consolidated model, the fringe benefit packages
would change as well as the salary rates for employees. To estimate the salary and
fringe savings, the fringe of both centers were averaged into a consolidation model
fringe. The salaries of each employee classification were also averaged to obtain a
consolidation model average. By reducing the optimal staffing to 91 employees, the
estimated cost saving in salary and fringes was $969,757 per year.
Attempts were made to estimate the savings achieved through a physical
consolidation into one location. The Grand Rapids Police Department itemizes expenses
for the GRCC in a detailed fashion that is integrated into their entire operating budget.
The Kent County Sheriff’s Office has very few expenses allocated to the KCCC and was
unable to provide estimates for cost per square foot of facilities; utility costs isolated to
the KCCC; or many other specific costs items. It would appear intuitive that costs
savings would be recognized from a single location but exact numbers could not be
identified.

Organizational Options for the KCDA
The purpose of this section is to summarize the current legal structure of the KCDA,
to describe various governmental or quasi-governmental legal structures available to
establish a governing body, or authority, serving as the board of a Primary Public Safety
Answering Point (“Primary PSAP”) under a consolidated system, and to recommend a
favorable structure to implement such a system pursuant to this report.

Current Status of the KCDA
The KCDA was created by an intergovernmental agreement executed by the
Participating Municipalities pursuant to Public Act 7 of 1967, as amended. KCDA is a
separate and independent legal entity authorized by the Act and created by the agreement.
The specific agreement is titled “Amended and Restated Agreement to Establish a Kent
County Dispatch Authority. A set of bylaws has been adopted. The general policies
governing KCDA are established by an Administrative Policy Board of 13 members
consisting of 2 representatives from Grand Rapids, 1 representative each from the cities
of Grandville, Wyoming, and Walker, 1 representative from the Michigan State Police, 1
representative from the Kent County Sheriff’s Department, 2 representatives that are
“Participating Agencies” (as defined in the agreement), 2 representatives from townships
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that are “Supporting Entities”, 1 representative from Kent EMS, and 1 representative
from the Kent County Board of Commissioners.
KCDA is assigned by the agreement the responsibility of technological integration and
operational compatibility of the emergency dispatch system for the Participating
Municipalities and Supporting Entities within the geographical borders of Kent County.
Upon a “Special Vote” (as defined in the agreement) and the approval of the Kent County
Board of Commissioners of a 9-1-1 Plan Amendment, KCDA may operate as the
governing body of the Primary PSAP. Currently, KCDA has contracts with 2 PSAPs, the
Grand Rapids Police Department and the Kent County Sheriff’s Department, for the
provisioning of 9-1-1 services in the County.

Statutory Options for an Intergovernmental Agreement
Under Michigan law local units of government are provided different options to enter
into an agreement to form an organization in the exercise of regional cooperation, in this
case for the organization to serve as the Primary PSAP for Kent County. Some examples
of legislation authorizing such agreements are: the Urban Cooperation Act of 1967 (“Act
7”); the Intergovernmental Transfers of Functions and Responsibilities Act of 1967 (“Act
8”); the Intergovernmental Contracts Between Municipal Corporations Act (“Act 35”);
and the recently-enacted Municipal Partnership Act (“Act 258”).
Also known as the Urban Cooperation Act, Act 7 provides for intergovernmental
agreements. The Act authorizes a public agency (as defined in the statute) to exercise
jointly with any other public agency any power, privilege, or authority which such
agencies share in common and which each might exercise separately. This Act permits
the participating agencies to create a separate board or commission to administer the
agreement. Act 7 does not authorize the board or commission to levy a tax. It also
provides a mechanism for a referendum on the agreement should tax sharing be
referenced. Under the Act, the intergovernmental agreement is a permissive subject of
collective bargaining between a public agency and its represented employees. Finally, if
employees who are transferred under the agreement are represented by a labor
organization, several provisions are found in the statute referencing “duty to bargain”
matters, including the maintenance of the status quo for terms and conditions of
employment for a period of time and the mandate of collective bargaining regarding
those terms and conditions.
Act 8 authorizes two or more political subdivisions (as defined in the Act) to enter
into an agreement providing for the transfer of functions and responsibilities to one
another or any combination. A joint commission may be established to implement the
agreement. Similar to Act 7, there is no authority to levy a tax and there are provisions
relating to employees who are transferred to the entity, the maintenance of the status quo
for a period of time, and the duty to collectively bargain with labor organizations
representing the employees on terms and conditions of employment.
Act 35 authorizes governmental units (as defined in the statute) to enter into contracts
for the ownership, operation, or performance, jointly, or by any one or more, of any
property, facility, or service which each would have the power to own, operate or
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perform separately. However, the Act does not authorize the creation of a separate legal
entity or board; nor do taxing or funding provisions exist except with respect to selfinsurance pools.
A recent addition to the list of statutes authorizing intergovernmental cooperation is
the Municipal Partnership Act, Act 258 (“MPA”). This Act authorizes two or more local
governments or one or more local governments and a public agency (as defined in the
statute) to enter into a contract with each other to form a joint endeavor or exercise any
function, service, power or privilege that the local government or public agency could
each exercise separately. The Act specifies what the contract must include and allows for
the creation of an authority or a separate legal or administrative entity with designated
powers. The contract is not subject to a referendum. A tax up to five mills may be levied
for revenue purposes, subject to certain restrictions contained within the statute.
Collective bargaining on a future joint endeavor contract is permissive, but certain
aspects of the contract and procedures are prohibited subjects of collective bargaining.
The duty to bargain requirement regarding transferred employees and other the related
provisions contained within Act 7 and Act 8 are not present; however a local government
may be required to bargain collectively with its own employees over the effects of the
joint endeavor.

Recommendations
The foundation for a complete consolidation of 911 services in Kent County has been
forming for many years prior to now. A multitude of studies have been done to research
various aspects of a single PSAP within the county. This study has added to that body of
research to show that significant costs savings could be realized by a reduced need in
staffing and a shared location.

Organizational Structure
A great amount of discussion has been held on the appropriate organizational
structure for a consolidated PSAP in Kent County. After a review of the various statutes
referenced in an earlier section of this report, the current legal structure of KCDA, and
the policies and procedures set forth in the Amended and Restated Agreement, it is
suggested that three options are available. Act 35 is eliminated from consideration
because of the lack of ability to create a separate entity and the lack of funding
opportunities under the Act. Act 8 has potential as a structure, but has the disadvantages
noted above and there is no compelling reason to change the current status of KCDA as
an Act 7 authority to an Act 8 authority. Act 7, the Urban Cooperation Act, and Act 258,
the Municipal Partnership Act, are the remaining viable options.
KCDA, as presently constituted under its Act 7 agreement, can act in the capacity of
the governing body over an Emergency 9-1-1 District and a consolidated Primary PSAP
if approved by the Special Vote and an appropriate 9-1-1 Plan Amendment by the Kent
County Board of Commissioners.
However, based upon the advantages and
disadvantages of the various authorizing statutes discussed above, it is clear that an entity
created under the Municipal Partnership Act would provide more flexibility, efficiency,
and funding opportunities, with fewer restrictions, than the existing KCDA created under
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Act 7. Consequently, it is recommended that if the KCDA is to operate as the governing
body of a consolidated Primary PSAP for Kent County, it be legally reorganized under
the Municipal Partnership Act, possibly through an amendment to its current
intergovernmental agreement, approval by the Participating Municipalities, and an
amendment to the current 9-1-1 Plan by the Kent County Board of Commissioners.

Location
Based on the results of stakeholder interviews and multiple visits to both the GRCC
and the KCCC, it is recommended that a single consolidated PSAP within Kent County
would be most appropriately suited at the site of the current Kent County Communication
Center. The primary reason for this recommendation is the ease of access and ample
parking for anyone conducting business with the communications center. Secondary
reasons include the close proximity to the Kent County Correctional Facility, the
availability of space, and the fact that it is currently functioning as a primary PSAP.
While the Grand Rapids Communication Center also has ample space and is operating as
a primary PSAP, the location of the facility creates many barriers to easy access.
There was limited discussion during the interviews about a new facility that would be
neutral for all parties involved. During the time spent on-site, there was not
overwhelming support for the added cost of construction to recreate an environment that
is already in existence in two locations within the county.

Administration
If the two PSAPs are to be consolidated under the authority of the KCDA, it is
strongly recommended that an Executive Director be appointed by the KCDA Board to
oversee the center. The Executive Director would answer to the KCDA Board and serve
as the “face” of the consolidated 911 Center to the public.
Due to the ever-changing state of technology in telecommunications and the
increased staff size of a consolidated center, it is also recommended that two managers be
appointed to serve under the Executive Director. An Operations Manager would be
responsible for overseeing the day-to-day operation of the Center and for all matters
related to personnel, promotion, performance, and retention. A Technical Manager
would be responsible for the future direction of the Center’s technology and for
monitoring newer technologies, seeking grants for future enhancements, and ensuring
that the tools and systems needed by the Center employees are present, current, and
meeting the needs of the employees (see Chart 3).
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The positions of CAD Administrator and IT Technician are future positions that
would be necessary if the KCDA chose to form an independent authority. These
positions might need to be expanded to include an IT Supervisor and a second IT
technician if value-added services such as central radio maintenance and central
computer maintenance were to be offered (these options will be discussed at greater
length in a later section). At the current time, CAD administration and IT support for the
KCCC is augmented by the Kent County IT department and the Department of
Equalization. Some CAD administration work and IT troubleshooting is done by KCCC
employees when time allows amongst their other duties. The GRCC Assistant Manager
serves as the CAD administrator for the GRCC and provides some limited IT support.
The Grand Rapids IT Department provides additional technical support and maintenance
for hardware and network components within the center. In an independent authority, the
current IT departments would no longer have the same availability and a long-term
dedicated solution for IT support would be necessary.
It is recommended that the existing KCDA Board continue to function as it has in the
past regarding fiscal review and approval. It is further suggested that a working advisory
board be established from agency members who are working on the line level and
experiencing the services of the communications center firsthand. This group would be
responsible for meeting on a weekly or monthly basis to discuss hiccups in the systems or
suggestions for improvement of service delivery. Suggestions coning from the working
advisory group would then go to the Executive Board for discussion and approval. This
model is present in many other consolidated PSAPs throughout the state.

Funding
As noted previously, there was no debate amongst those interviewed about the need
for 911 funding. Concerns raised surrounded which entity was to collect the 911 funds,
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the form of collection (millage levy or surcharge) and the formula to be used for
determining cost.
According to county officials, one mill equates to approximately $21 million. A
millage of no more than .75 mills will fund 911 services as well as future technology
needs and services that will address issues and opportunities discussed below.
According to the State of Michigan 911 Committee, August 2015 Annual Report to
the Legislature, 22 counties in Michigan levy a dedicated 911 millage. Of those, 11 also
collect surcharge. Of those counties bordering Kent County, only Barry and Ottawa
counties collect a millage but no surcharge.
As for public support, recent election cycles show voters very willing to approve
funding for 911 services. According to the Michigan Association of Counties, in
November of 2014, voters approved millages or surcharges for all five 911 ballot
proposals. In 2012, the Michigan Information and Report Services reported that of the 28
fire/EMS/emergency millages on local ballots, only one failed.
Surcharge; A local surcharge is already currently collected and something the public
in Kent County is used to paying for 911 services. The applicability of a surcharge that
then is applied to a specific service gives it a positive image as a user fee.
That said a surcharge is not tax deductible and there is concern over the stability of
surcharge funds in light of changing technologies. Pre-paid cellular phone plans and
future technologies that will have the ability to contact 911 services create speculation on
the ability to collect surcharge dollars systematically and reliably. Accountability is also
an issue with a surcharge, given that revenues are collected and distributed from
telecommunications suppliers/vendors.
Millage: A millage levy provides a more stable funding source and could be used to
reduce or eliminate the current surcharge. A millage is also tax deductible and given its
collection and distribution by a public entity, the county, it is easier to quantify and audit
thereby lending a greater measure of accountability.
Given the pros and cons of surcharges and millages, the options for funding best lie
with either a mix of a surcharge and a millage, or simply a millage that would allow for
elimination of the surcharge.
As noted previously in the section on “organizational structure”, with proper
amendments to the county 911 plan, the KCDA can become that agency to coordinate
operations and funding. If a funding election is considered for Dispatch, we have
included our thoughts on a conventional funding method above. However, if that funding
model was not pursued or failed with the electorate, a fair and equitable formula needs to
be created to adequately fund public safety dispatch services County-wide. We have
proposed a funding formula based upon the current call for service model utilized by the
County for Fire Calls. We have expanded that model to include all calls for service to
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provide an equity of comparison County-wide. Therefore, should the County decide on a
County-wide funding model, each community would pay an equitable share of
operations. If the County were to decide to pay a portion of Dispatch operations for any
governmental organization, the formula has been designed to provide an “equity
adjustment” that would be applicable to all communities under the formula.
The appendix contains draft budgets and spreadsheets showing these various
scenarios.

Strengths
The biggest strength observed during this study is the work that has already been
done towards consolidation. The shared CAD system and shared phone system that has
been previously installed paves the way for a single consolidated center.

Weaknesses
A major roadblock to consolidation that still exists is the current radio systems used
by police and fire throughout the county. While, current radio communications are
acceptable for occasional interoperable functions there are significant challenges for
large-scale multi agency events or for critical incidents involving multiple agencies. As
examples, the UHF and VHF radios that are currently in use require additional steps by
the PSAPs to facilitate communication with some neighboring counties, the Michigan
State Police, and even between some agencies within Kent County. When intervention is
required by the PSAPs to patch frequencies together, a delay is often incurred. Before
the county consolidates into a single facility, a hot-backup location must be designated in
the event of natural disasters or failure of the consolidated center. A migration to an 800
MHZ radio system is needed as soon as funds can be determined. Once the county is on
an 800 MHZ system, MSP can serve as a hot back-up for a single consolidated center
within Kent County.

Opportunities
A consolidated center presents the opportunity to leverage an economy of scale
regarding technology and tecnical expertise. Presently, most law enforcement agencies
and fire departments throughout Kent County seek out their own vendors for radio
purchases, mobile computer purchases, and technology maintenance. Larger agencies
may have in-house IT departments within their cities to assist in these areas but many fire
departments and smaller law enforcement agencies are not as fortunate.
Many consolidated centers throughout the state offer some level of centralized
technology services to the agencies they serve as a value-adding service. Muskegon
Central Dispatch 9-1-1 serves as the central purchasing agent for Muskegon County law
enforcement and fire agencies for mobile computers. This results in a reduced price due
to volume purchases and ensures that the computers put in use throughout the county are
compatible with the requirements of the 9-1-1 CAD software. Muskegon 9-1-1 employs
two IT technicians and a Technology Manager to provide the centralized computer
service and to maintain the daily IT needs of the 9-1-1 Center. The 9-1-1 Center is
currently considering an expansion of their services to include phone support and
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selective IT support for the technology located in the various law enforcement and fire
agencies throughout the county.
The Ottawa County Central Dispatch Authority has been operating as a consolidated
center since 1991. All police and fire radios used throughout the county have been
provided by the 911 Center through the 911 millage funds. The 911 Center has
purchased mobile computer terminals on three past occasions and are about to purchase a
fourth round of mobile computers. The 911 Center has been able to get radios and
computers from Motorola well below the cost of the state bid simply due to volume
purchasing. The Center has a garage in their communications center for radio and
computer repair for any agency members. As the purchasing agent for the county, they
are able to maintain a stock of “hot spare” radios and computers. Equipment can be
swapped out with nonfunctioning radios or computers in the cars to keep as many
vehicles in service as possible. The Ottawa County 911 Center serves as the main point
of contact for the “Silent Observer” program, known in other locations as “Crime
Stoppers.” By designating the 911 Center as the point of contact, calls are answered 24/7
with the same level of service for all agencies.
By bringing the existing two PSAPs into a single authority, an opportunity is created
for many of these value-adding services. Centralized purchasing for radios and
computers has the potential to save significant money for county agencies as well as
savings in IT support. Additional staff would have to be hired to manage the technology
but the overall cost to the citizens of the County would be lower.
Both PSAPs in this study are quality centers that are filled with forward thinking
people and dedicated employees. The passion that was expressed during the interviews
with the two sets of union representatives indicated that the employees cared about the
quality of service being provided and the training that has been invested in the past. One
of the greatest opportunities in a consolidation process is the collective strength that can
be gained by combining the skills and abilities of the existing two centers into the same
center versus a feeling of competition between two separate entities. By combining
resources into a single facility, the synergy created will most likely prove that the ability
of the new center will far exceed the sum of the two separate parts.

Threats
Jim Collins once wrote, “Good is the enemy of great.” One of the largest threats to
forward progress is the fact that the current PSAPs are good. The discussion of
consolidating into a single PSAP has been researched many times in the past but
significant movement has not always followed. If the two existing centers were
dysfunctional or if major errors were being made that were causing harm, the public
outcry would force change. In this scenario, the service was reported as good and most
of the citizens are happy with the emergency services system just as it is. Therefore, the
greatest threat to making this consolidation happen is the lack of incentive for change.
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